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5. Fig. 9 represents the most intel'esting part of the projection of 
the p-t-tlJ-space diagram on tbe p- T-plane for the case that the plait
point CUl've meets the solubility CUl've, as with eth61' and anthra
quinone. In this fig. the possibility ha5 moreover been assumed, 
that the second plaitpoint temperature t2 of a satnl'ated solntion lies 
above the tl'iplepoint tell1perature ta' Fig. 10 represents for this _case 
the p-,v-sections corresponeling with the temperatUl'es ·tl and t2 (see 
fig. 9). 

The section for tI diffel's fi'om the seconel sertion in Fig. 2 only 
in this, that the liquiel branch pHsses continuously into the vapour 
branch with the point ]( as plaitpoint. If we now pass on to lower 
temperatul'es, the downmost three phase pressure becomes smaller 
anel tbe upmosi greater, while the plaitpoint pl'essnre diminishes. In 
consequence of these last two changes the points e, c and J( get 
nem'er and nem'er to each ol her, anel when we have descended to 
the temperature tv the points e, c anel f( bave coincided or in other 
words the upmost th1'ee phase pressnre has become a plaitpoint 
pressnre; this circumstance is accounteel for in the p-al-section, COl're
sponding with the tempel'atul'e t2 (Fig. 10). 

At the tempel'ature ta, the triplepoint temperature, for which no 
p-x-section is drawn here, because it immediately follows from that 
for t2 , the l'emaining downmost th ree phase pl'e5SUre has become 
tl'iplepoint pl'essure, anel the points e'I' e'I and ,ql have coincided. 

Below this temperatm'e the p-x-sections over a certain temperatnre
range consist only of a solubility isotherm of the shape of' e'l qfl 
in Fig. 10, as has ueen discussed before. 

That the case assumed in Fig. 9 is not often to be 1'ealized, is 
obvious, but that it is a possible case, is, in my opinion, not doubtflll 

Amsterdam, June 1905. Chemical Labomt01'Y of tlw University. 
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Physics. - "ContJ'ibution to tlte knowledge of tlte p,v- anlz the pT
lines fOl' the case that two substances enter in/o a co'rnbination 
which is clissociated in the liqzdd ancl the gasphase:" By Dr. 
A. SlI1lTS. (Oommunicated by Prof. J. D.' VAN DER WAALS).' . 

The pUl'pose of the following paper is to give a connected l'epre
sentation which is in logical connection with the p,x,t-diagram which 
lIas been recenily dl'awn np by BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM and in which it is 
assumeel that only the components cau OCCUl' as soliel phases, for the 
most important pal'ticularities of the equilibria between a vapou!'l 
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liquid and solid phase for the case that the last is a, dissociable 
combination, 

Some of the points mentioned in what follows had alreaely been 
given by him 1), but it was not tIll now that they could be 
combined into a connected whole thl'ongh 1.he knowledge obtaineel 
during the last time (see inter alia the preceding paper), 

1. For the case that two substances A anel Benter into a com~ 
bination, I shall distinguish three cases. 

1 st that the vaponr tension of the combination lies between that 
of the components. (fig. 1). 

2nd that the vapour ten sion of the combination is smaller than 
that of the components. (fig. 2). 

3ld that the vapour tension of the rombination is greater than 
that of the components. (fig. 3). 

2. If we bear in minel that for the case that the cOl1lbination 
does not elissociate, a p-x-section fol' the system A + AB + B is to 
be considered as a junction of the two systems A + AB anc! AB + B, 
it is not eliffieult to combine tlle lhv~sections for the system A + AB + B 
for different temperatures into one diagram. 

If we fil'st examine case 1, where the vapour tension of AB lies 
between that of' the components, it may be observed, that in the 
system A + AB, A is the substance ·vvith the higher and AB that 
with the lowel' vapom tension, whel'eas in the system AB+B, AB 
has the higher anel B the lower VarOUl' tension. Bearing this in 
mineI, we get, led by the eliagl'ams given by me befol'e Z), to fig. 1, 
in which the hatcheel regions a 11"/, E El l, EEl e el e2 cl C2 Cl C, cl c' BE' 1 e' 
anel E' E' 1 l/ l/ ll/ 2l/ 3 a/ 111; sm: 2111; 1 mi iuelicate the vapoms auel liquids which 
roexist WWl soIid phases (A, AB, AB aud B) at different tempera
tures. We sllall caU these l'egions henceforth the thl'ee phase 1'egions ; 
they have as base the line whieh joins the points E with El res
pectiyely .E' with E'I anel are bOllneleel on one side by a vapour 
line anel on the other siele by a liquid line. The la,lter has all'eacly 
been calleel solnbilil.y curve befol'e. At anel below the eutectic 
temp,erature the p-,v-section is simplest anel it consists for ench of the 
two systems of two lines representing the vapoUl's which can coexist 
with solict A Ol' solid AB respectively with soliel AB Ol' solid B. 
Snch n p-a:-section is found in the lines k 0 go E\ k', where it must 
be expressly statecl that 0 go anel go E\ do not form a continuous 
Ctlrve, bilt are two separate branches, which cut at go. 

1) Rec, Trav. chim. 5, 335 (1886). 
~) Tl1ese Proc. Vol. VI, p. 484. 
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In the point 0 coexists a vapolU' with the two flolid phases A and 
AB and [he point E'I denotes t11e composition and the pressure of 
the vapoUl' phase which can coexist at the eutectie temperature 
wiih a liqniel EI and two soIid phaseR AB anel B. 

In the seeonc1 p-x-section the curves IC I Z, gl e, gl e' and le'l Z' l'epresent 
vapoul's coexiflting ,",,'ith soliel plmses; the lines m c anel m' c' c1enote 
the liquiels cocxisting with the vapoul's eZ and e' l', while the lines 
m 8, C J, Cl!' anel m',r/ l'epl'esent liquids coexiflting with solic1 phases. 

What change ihis section is subjectec1 io with l'iE>e of temperatul'e 
is so easy io foIlow from the diagram, th at it does not call for a 
discussion. 

It may only be obsel'veel here that for the case that the combi
nation reaches its critical point sooner than the components, we get 
somewhat above this tempel'atll1'e a p-a:-fleetion whieh consists of two 
loops b3 tIJ anel b' 3 y, in which the vapoul' branches have contiul1ous]y 
l)aSseel into the liquiel branches, anel all opening has been fOl'llled 
between the two loops. This, howove1', does not complete the P-[V- ' 
section, for, E>oIiel phases may still OCClU' by the si de of liquids at 
higher pressures, though above the critical temperatm'e of A 13 and 
the melting point of A anel 13, when viz. A, 13 anel AB meIL with 
incrense of volume, as generally happens. Thus the Iines kG 8 4 g.!4' 
g.!'4 and !c'.8'4 represent the liquids viTl1ich can coexist with a 
solid phase at the same temperature. 

Aftel' this discussion of fig. 1, it is not necessary to give a fur
ther explanation of figs. 2 anel 3, whieh l'epl'esent the seeond and 
thirel case, as these fignres do not present any eSflential eliffe1'ences 
with fig. 1. 

3. It is more intereRting to see what happens, when the combi).. 
nation A B disflociates somewhat. In this case the total p-x-seetion 
is no longer to be consic1ered as two separate p-.v-figul'es joined, but 
as one viTllOle and we arri ve thel'efol'e at the conclusion, which sounds 
ralher pal'adoxical, that the c~1aracLeristie feature of a combination 
becomes apparent only when the combination is somE'what deGOmp08ecl 
inLo its components. All the curves whieh meet at an aIlgle in the 
figs. 1, 2 anel 3 at the place of the line for tlJe combination, now 
pass continuously into eaeh othel'. This applies, therefol'e, not only 
to the gaslines, but also to the lines whieh bound the three phase 
l'egions. 

With l'egard to t11e gradllal iral1sition of these three phase 1'egions, 
it may be obselTed, ihat it does not take place at the point where 
the three phase l'egion lines eut the line f'o~' A 13, but alway.s left 
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or l'ight qf this line, dependent on the mutllal influence of the 
yapour ten sion of the components. 

In order to elucidate this important point I have indicated in the 
figs. 4, 5 and 6 what shapes the three phase regions hatched in the 
figs. 1, 2 and 3 ean assume in" the neighboUl'hood of the line for 
th~ combination, in th~ case that a slight dissociation takes place in 
the liquid and gas phase; Tt is not impl'obable that there will also 
be dissociation in the solid phase in this case, but this is not taken 
into aê~óunt here, in the fil'st place beeause it is most likely exceed
ingly slight, mid in the .second place, because the diagram beromes 
much more intricate, when this dissociation is taken into account. 

Fig: 4 eorresponds to fig. 1, fig. 5 to fig. 2 and fig. 6 to fig. 3. 
For fig. 4 it may be remarked, that for the case that the vapour 
ten sion of the combination J lies between the vapoul' tensions of the 
components, the liquid and the vapour line draw vel'y near to each 
other somewhat past the line of the combination, on the side of the 
component with the smaller "apour tension, but that they do not 
reach each other, so that there remains a gap between them, from which 
folJows, that in the series of liquids and vapours which cml coexist 
with solid AB, not a single :point can be pointed out where vapour, 
iiqllid, and solid phase have the same eoncentration, nol' is there a 
point where a vapour and n liquid phase have the same concentration. 

Thlsiatter is-enly -t-he -case-when the vapour tension of the combination 
lies betwee~ those of the components, for when the -vapoul' tensiol1 of 
the combination is smaller Ol' greater tl!an those of the components, 
we get accol'ding to a rule of GIBBS a th ree phase region with a 
minimum, fig. 5, Ol' with a maximum, fig. 6, and at the place of 
this minimum Ol' maximum the eoncentration of the vapour and 
the liquid phase must be identical. 

If we. now discuss figs. 4, 5 and 6 at the same time, we may 
l'emark, that there for a special temperature the situation is indicated 
of the two three phase pressUl'es ecs and clelSI and the continuo US 

line for solid-fluid or solubility-isotherm. This line must have an 
horizontal tangent at the point where it cuts the line for the com
bination. For this case is viz. Xl = Xs, or (he concentl'ation of the 
'flllid phase is the same as the concentration of the solid phase and 
then it appeal's fi'om the equatiol1 drawn up by VAN DER WAALS t'or 
-the equilibrinm solid Huid: 

that . ~ 

dp IlJs-mr(à 2
;)" 

d/lJf = Vsf àm s f. PT 

dp 
-=Op' 
dalf 

Proceedings Royal A~ad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIII. 

. \ 

14 
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If we now examine the changes with rise of temperature, it is 
noteworthy, as will presently become clear fro!ll the p-t-lines, that we 
have here to deal with changes quite analogous to those disrussed in 
the preceding paper. The th1'ee phase pressure lines e C 8 and Cl el 81 
approarh each other and coincide at E CS. This coincidence takes 
place at the maximum temperature of the p-t-line fOl' the th ree phase 
pressure. One of ihe. two three pha"e pressure lines i] e C and 8 1 el Cl 

must therefore pass through ihe positions indicated by e't dl and e' c', 
before it coincides with the oiher. Now it follows from the th1'ee phase 
pressure line e'l C'l th at the gas phase e'l has the same concentration 
as the solid combinatiol1, while the liquiel phnse c't has another 
concentration. The three phase pressUl'e line e' c' on the other hand 
inelicates, that the liquid phase c' anel the soliel phase have the same 
concentl'ation, while the gas phase e' has another concentration. 

We see thel'efol'e, that the th ree phases solid-liquid-gas have not 
the same concentration at any lJressure, but that they become two 
and two equ~tl. We lllay express this also in this way: When a 
combination dissociates in the liquid anel the gas state, then this 
combination lias no longel' a triplepoint, for this point lIas split up 
into two other points where vapour anel soHel respectively liquid 
ánd solid get the same concentration. 

Aftel' I had written this paper, I founel to my surprise, that 
all'eady in 1897 VAN DER WAALS hael arriveel at the same l'esult by 
a way which I inteneleel to eliscuss later on and for which the eliagrams 
had been alreaely elrawn 1). 

4. In order to make the difference between a non-dissociating 
anel a dissociating combinatiun more apparent, we consieleJ' the case, 
that we bring the dissociating combination AB in solid conelition 
into a vacuum, and make the temperature rise continually. 

The solid substance AB will, wh en the volume is not toa large, 
coexist with its vapour, till the presbure has become equal to that 
indicated by t11e point et'; at this moment a third phase appears, 
viz. liquid. As the total concentration must always be that of AB, 
it is necessary that the concentl'ation of the vapour phase lies on 
one side, anêt that of the liquid phase on toe other side of the line 
for AB; as follows ft'om the figures 4, 5 anel 6 th is is really the 
case. With rise of temperature three phases continue to exist fo!' 
some time side by siele anel the vapour anel liquid phases coexisting 
with solid AB lie on the same horizontal line. The liquid phase 
lies on the liquid branch c' ct' and the vapour phase on the vapOl1~' 

J) Verslag Koninkl. Akad. 21 April 1897, 482. 

===========~= ---~-'~-------------------------------
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branch e' et', while the solid phase lies naturally on the line GG'. 
With a suitable volume the three phases may nmy continue to 

exist over the whole range of pressuro and temperature indicated 
by er' c', but then the vapour phase must have disappeared when 
we have reached the point c', for in the point d the liqnid has the 
same concen11'ation as the solid combination. 

Beyond the maximum, l'espectively minimum in figs. 5 and 6 the 
concentration of liquid and vapolll' is, of course, always different, 
just as in fig. 4, and as the line tor the combination nevel' coincides 
with this maximum, respectively minimum, when the1'e is a maximum 
or mumllum, in the abóve mentioned case the two phases will 
neeessarily only get the same concentratioll', wlIen two phases 
coexist. , 

At d, we lawe the th ree phase region, whieh we had entered 
at er' and coexistence of solid A B + liquid at higher temperatures 
ean now only take place under higher pressllre. 

VAN DER WAALS has called the temperatllre of the point er' the 
ma.vimmn sublimation temperatlwe anel that of tlJe point c', the 
minimum melting point. tempemi'twe or the melting lJoint p7'ope7' of 
the combination. 

Further it is worthy of note that as appears from the figs. 4, 5 and G, 
the highest three phase tempel'ature camlot ~be reacheel when we 
start from pure AB, as this temp,erature eorre'sponds with a total 
concentration whieh eontains more A than th~ combination. 

It is obvious fi'om the foregoing, that the dü,tingllishing featurê 
between a non-dissociating and a dissoeiating substance is this, that 
whereas for a non-dissociatil1g substance the th ree phases can on1y 
exist at oue temperature, they can coexist fol' a dissociating substance 
over a cel'tain temperatnre ralJge. We may expl'ess this a180 in this 
way: a non-dissociating substance has only a three phase point) 
but a dissociating snbstance a three ph ase line.! 

Before leaving figs. 4. 5 and 6 I will point out, that tbe solubility· 
isotherm at the maximum three phase 1emperaiLlre has a shape 
whieh is indicated by tlle line !'C!'l' This line touches the liquid 
branch at C and has an horizontal tangent at the point where it cuts 
the line fol' the combination. At higher temperature the solubility 
isotherm gets detached from the liqnid line and moves as a whole tlp,vard. 

5. It is obvious that the two th ree phase lwessure li11es e c 8 and 
ei Cl 81 must eoincide at the maximum th1'ee phase temperatlll'e) but 

'where the place of coincidence in the thl'ee phase règions must be 
drawn is a point which eaUs for f'llrther clucidation from the stlb· 
joined p"t-projeetions. 
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In the figs. 8, 9 and 10, I have drawn projections for the caseS 
-1, 2 and 3. Fig. 8 cOl'l'esponds to case 1, fig. 9 to case 2 and fig. 
10 to case 3. The meaning of the different- lines is indicated by 
letters; thus A denotes the soUd substance A, B the solid substance 
Band AB the solid substance AB, L denoLes liquid and G gas. 
E and E' are the twq eutectic points, a aud a' the triplepoints of 
pure A and B. 
, The p-t-projections show furiher that we have here a three phase 
line for AB + L + G consisting of two branches passing continnollsly 
inLo each other, and th at wo must find here the phenomena discussed 
in the preceding paper, on a larger scale. As already appeared froni 
the p-x-5ections, the triplepoint has split up into two points F and 
F I

• In the point F there is contact with the line fol' AB + Land 
in F I with the line for AB + G. 

Though for the systems AB + Land AB + G we have to deal 
with systems of two components in two phases, they behave a'l 
monoval'Ïant systel11s, berause the concentration of the two ph as es is 
idenfical. This is however not the case for the system liquid A B + 
vapour, and this is the reason why the line for L + G, which begins 
in F, cannot be l'epresented; at constant temperature, the pi'esslll'e 
is here still depending on the volume. 

The point F does not cOl'l'espond to the maximum three phase 
temperature, and that is the cause of the analogy with the case 
discussed in the preceding paper. 

For the cases 1 and 2 the three phase line mU5t have the direction 
of the l11elting line at the melting point F, as VAN DER WAALS has 
proved. As in most cases VI> Vç , the melting line ruIlS from the 
melting point to the right. This involves the necessity that the point 
F, (see fig. 8a) lies below R, i. e. at a pressure smaller than that 
corresponding to the maximum three ph ase temperature. If we th ere
fore proceed to higher pressure, the sllccession is: F I

, F, R. It is 
also obvious from the relative situation of these three points, that 
in figs. 4 and 5 the pressure cOrl'esponding to the maximum th1'ee 
phàse tel11perature E CS, must !ie somewhat above the meJting point 
pres su re el c'. 

Let us now consider the rare case thH,t VI < vs, 80 that the melting 
line runs to the left, as is represented in fig. 8b. Then the point F 
lies above the point R, and the stlccession towards higher I pressUl'e 
is FI, R, F. A conseqnence of this situation is, that in this case the 
two t111'ee phase pl'essure lines e C 8 and Cl el 81 (figs. J and 5) must 
coincide between the pressLll'es corresponding tot F I and F. This, 
ho wever, not being the only modification whieh oceurs in figs. 4 and 
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D, I have represented in fig. 7 the fignre into whieh fig. 4 is 
changed when Vl < v •. 
. We see then, that something peculial' appea1's i. e. a continuous 
closed solubility isotherm Gecfc1 el> whiclt contraets more and more 
with l'ise of temperatul'e, and disappears from the stabIe region at 
the maximum three phase pressure. 

When the lowel' th ree phase pressure line Cl e1 .91 has ascended to 
et' c/, or in other words, when we consider the temperature of the 
point F', the solnbility isotherm has assul!led the shape indieated by 
the line e2 et' Ct'f1 CS' At this temperatui'e the minimum of the solubility 
~sotherm, which was still in the stabIe region before, gets illto the 
mek'tstable region. If we raise the temperature up to the melting 
point of AB or to the temperature of the point F, the former phe
nomenon is repeated with respect to the ma.vimwn, whieh just below 
this temperature was still to be found in the &tabIe region. Accordingly 
at still higher temperature no maximum Ol' minimum oecurs in 
the portions of the solubility-isotherm passing throllgh the stabie 
reg ion , and we only retain the lines Cs c's alld es e'8' These lines 
become smaller and smaller with rise of temperature, and the two 
three phase pressure lines e3 Cs and e's c' 8 approach each other more 
and more, till they have coincided at the maximum th1'ee phase 
temperature in ES G. The branches of the solubilitr isotherm touch 
at this tempel'ature exaetly in the points E and G. With further rise 
of temperature they l'etreat altogether to the metastable and unstable 
region, aftel' whieh they disappeal' 1). 

In the case that Vl > Vs solid AB c3:n still coexist with liquid 
above the maximum three ph ase tempertttlIre, v{z. lmder higher 
pressure, but this is not the case when VI < Vs , which also follows 
al1'eady from the figs. 8a and 8b. 

We see furtller that in fig. 8 two th1'ee phase lines occur with a 
maximum temperature, in fig. 9 only one, and in fig. 10 three. 

Fig. 9 shows, that the case 2, where the vapour ten sion of the 
combination is smaller than that of the components, is certainly the 
most interesting caRe, -as it cau yield a t11ree phase line with a 
minimum and two maxima, which had been unlmown up to now. 

As to the situation of tlle two branches of this peruliar three 
phase line we may still rem ark that only one of the possible cases 
is drawl1 here. These branches. may pass through each other Ol' 

partiaUy coincide, but this does not make any essential difference. 
Remal'kable complications present themselves, when it is assumed 

1) Latel' on I hope to discuss the COUl'se of the soIubility isotherm in thc mela
stable and unstnble l'egions between the tempel'atUl'es of F' and F more in details. 
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that meetblg~ take place uetween solubility lines and plaitpoint lines, 
but to this I hope to come back afterwards. 

In the Jower parts of figs. 8, 9 and 10 t~e pro,jections of the 
soh.1 bility lines on the T"o'v-plane Ol' the melting curves under the varying 
thrè~ phase pressure are represented. Fl'om this we see that thebe 
lines, commencing at the components or the combination, must not 
always be drawn deseending from the beginning, but that they will 
often first ascend, and descend aftel' having reached a maximum. 

These particularities haye disappeared when we trace the melting 
curves at constant p1'essu1'e or a t-x-section at conSk'tnt p. 

Amstenlam, Jnne 1905. Ohemical Laboratory of the University .. 

(August 1'1, 1905). 
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Fig. 1. 
Pl'occcdings Hoyal Acau. AlUiilcl'llam. VOl.: VUl. 
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X 

fig. 3. 
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Á. SMITS. "Contribution to the knowledge of the Px and the PT linos for the case that two substanees 
enter into a combination which is dissociated in the liquid and the gasphase:' 

Three phase regions in the neigbollrhood of the line for AB, sa near the melting-point temperature of AB. 
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A---- AB -B A- AB -B A- AB -B 

Fig. 4. Vapour tension combo beiween Fig. 5. Vapour tension combo smaller Fig. 6. Vapour tension combo greater 
that of the components. than that of the components. than that nf the components. 

E C 5 correspo~dS to the highest three phase temperature. 
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Vapol1l' tension combination smaller than thaI ofthe components. 
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Fig.8a. 
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PI'oceedings Roya! Acad. Amsteedam: Vol. Vlll. 
Fig. 9. 

Vapour tension combination belween that 'bf the components. 
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 

Vapour tension combo g(~at~r thai1··~hat· of" the ·col1lponents, . 

p 

I;~r-I -~. "'ie 

~LI ____ ~ ____________ ~ ________ __ 

Fig. 10. 


